Buckeye Pipe Line Co., L.P.
Opinion No. 360-A
55 FERC ¶ 61,084 (1991)
In Opinion No. 360-A, the Commission granted in part and denied in part requests
for rehearing and clarification regarding the approval of a market-based rate program for
Buckeye Pipe Line Co. The Commission reiterated its policy to consider a variety of
factors in assessing a pipeline’s market power. These factors include market share,
market concentration, excess capacity, transportation alternatives, potential entry by new
competitors, barriers to entry, as well as other factors. This proceeding implements for
the first time a form of light-handed regulation permitting price changes by an oil
pipeline to be determined by market forces.
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[Ol~mlo~No. ~O-A Tat]
On December 31, 1990, the Commimea mued Opinion No. 360 in this proceed/n~.t Op/nion No. 360 afflrmed in l~rt and reversed in pan the Initbd IX.c/s/o~ issu~
by the adm/n/strst/v~ law judst (AIj) on Februsry 12, 1990, in which he determined
thst Buckeye Pipe Line Company, L.P. (Buckeye) lacked sisn/ficant market power in
sU of its rek.vant markets, and it implemented, with mod/ficat/oas, Buckeye's proposed
ezl~,rimentsl pr~mm f ~ ra~ rtt,ulatioa.~ On January 30, 1991, Buckeye and the
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(AOPL), filed requ,~ts fo~ reh,.-rir~ a n d / ~ clarification
of several issues addstmed in Ol~n/m~ No. 360. For the ress~m discussed below, the
Commin/on is Snmtin8/n part and denyins in Pen the requests for rehear/ns and/or
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the Commission's Oil Pipeline B~rd issued an order that accepted Buckeye's revised
filing subject to refund, suspending it for one day, temporarily ~'anted the requested
section 4 relief, and set the matter for hearing.
During the initial stages of the proceeding Buckeye had requested that its
propmai be evaluated under less strict standards than the ratemaking principles in
Opinion No. I.~-B. 5 Accordingly, the proceeding was bifurcated to give Buckeye an
opportunity to demonstrate that strict cost based ratemaking scrutiny was not warranted. Phase I of the bifurcated proceeding was intended to address the question of
whether Buckeye has significant market power in the markets to which it transports, or
whether it is subject to effective competition in t h e e markets. Phase II was to address
how Buckeye's rates would be re~uhated, l~nicularly in the markets in which Buckeye
lacks significant market power.
At the hearing one issue was litigated: whether Buckeye has significant market
power in any of its relevant markets. The ALl"found that "Buckeye has shown it lacks
sQ~nificant market power in each of its relevant markets at the present time. '~
B. Op/nion No.
1. Phase I
On exceptions the Commission couducted an analysis of Buckeye's market power
based on the evidentiary record developed at the hearing. The Comm/ssion first
affirmed the ALJ and defined the relevant product market as the transportation Of
refined petroleum products and the relevant geographic markets as the areas that.
include all supplies of transportation from all origins to United States Department of
Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis Economic Areas (BEAs).v
The Commission then evaluated whether Buckeye has significant market power in
each relevant geographic market. As the first step the CommiSsionscreened for market
concentration in each market by using the Herfindahl-Hirshman Index (HHI) based ou
actual deliveries into the market. Then, unless the market had a particularly low HHI,
the Commission considered and weighed various other factors such as the potential
entry of competitors into the market, available transponatinn alternatives, market
share, availability of excess capacity, and the presence of large buyers able to exert
downward monopsonistic presaure on transportation rates. After completing this anaiysis for each market, the Commission then reached a conclusion as to whether, on
balance, these factors established that Buckeye has significant market power in that
market such as to necessitate continued close regulatory oversight of its rates in that
market.
Of the 22 relevant markets considered, the Commission affirmed the ALl's finding
that Buckeye lacks significant market power in the following 15 markeXs: ScrantonWillu~ Bane; Pittsburgh; Harrisburg-York-Lancaster; Philadelphia; Columbus; Lima;
Toledo; Detroit; Saginaw-Bay City;, Fort Wayne; Kokomo-Marion; Indianapolis; Hartford-New Haven-Spring~ield; Seattle; and Terra Haute. The Commission made no
findings with respect to the Youngstown.Warren and Buffalo markets since Buckeye
s WI~
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has no u~-iff on f'de for these markets and dees not serve them. The Commission found
that the New York City market should coetinue to be regulated because the record was
insufficient to make • findinl; of Buckeye's market power in that market. Finally, the
Cemminion found that in the remaining four markets, Syracuse-Utica, Rochester,
Binghampton-Elmira, and Cleveland, Buckeye has significant market power.
2. Phase II
In fu]fillmont of Phase II of this proceeding, the Commiseio,~ considered and
accepted, with modification, an experimental program propmed by Buckeye for regulatim of its rates in competitive markets. The propeul basically advocated using price
changes in markets where Buckeye lacks significant market power to set caps for price
changes in the markets where it does have market power. The essential features of
Buckeye's experimental propesai were;
(1) The change in the average price in Buckeye's competitive markets
(excluding prices which do not •pply to the minimum annual volume) would cap
the allowed change in the average price in less competit/ve markets. Increases or
decreases in the average price in competitive markets would be mirrored by
corraspondinl~ i n c - - ' i n the average price in less competitive markets.
(2) Individual price changes in the less competitive markets could deviate
from the competitive average by • predetermined amount.
(3) Price changes over • two-year period may not exceed 15 percent in real
terms, and price changes not exceeding the change in the GNP deflator plus two
percent would not be subject to suspension.
In adopting Buckeye's proposal, the Commission expressed two concerns with the
proposed cap on rate increases in markets in which Buckeye does have s/gniflcant
market power. First, it considered that Buckeye's calculations of average price in the
markets in which it dces not have significant m•rket power could give undue weight to
small volume markets and thereby give Buckeye an incentive to man/pulate prices in
those markets for gain in its larger volume markets in which it has significant market
power. Second, it considered that the price flexibility advocated for markets where
Buckeye does have significant market power would not be an effective protection
against Buckeye's potential to use its market power to price discriminate.
Accordingly, the Commission •ccepted • modified version of Buckeye's proposal
for • period of only three years. The Commission also required that Buckeye file annual
reports to enable the Commiseion to judge whether light-handed regulation succeeds in
protecting shippers against market power abuses.
IL lYaJcumioa
A. Market Power Findlt~
1. New York City

In Opinion No. 360 the Cmnmit,ion noted that Buckeye only makes intra-BEA
deliveries of products transported into the New York City BE& by other pipelines or
water carriers, and that it receives praline, jet fuel, and distillate fuel oil in Linden,
N.J. and transports it to Lonlg Island City, N.Y., Inwond, N.Y. and to La Guardia,
J'FK, and Newark ~ .
The Commimdm also concluded as to these types of markets
that it is reasonabk to presume that Buckeye weuld be unable to •|fect the price of
delivered product in • B E A ff it made only intra-BEA deliveriessince,~
other
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things, it has no control over the amount of product flowing into the BEA. The
presumption was contested with respect to the New York market. The Commission
found that the record did not clearly support the presumption and that, accordingly,
Buckeyc's rates in the New York City BEA would continue to be regulated.
Buckeye argues that in analyzing the New York City market, the Commission
focused solely on the delivery of jet fuel to the three major airports, and overlooked or
failed to consider Buckeye's substantial deliveries of gasoline and fuel oil in this market
at Long Island City and Inwood. Buckeye contends these delivery points are actively
served by barge, including barges owned or controlled by Buckeye's major shippers, and
that Buckeye has lost substantial business to these competitors. Buckeye asserts that
barge competition clearly constrains its rates to Long Island City and Inwood, and that
no party submitted any contrary evidence. Buckeye maintains that even if the
Commission wishes to consider treating the New York City airports as submarkets, the
Commission should find that based on the uncontested record regarding Long Island
City and Inwood, Buckeye lacks significant market power over the other nonjet fuel
deliveries to those points within this market. AOPL makes a similar argument with
respect to competition from barges.
The Commission does not agree. In Opinion No. 360 the Commission stated that
Buckeye was presumed to be unable to affect the delivered price in a BEA if it makes
only intra-BEA deliveries. However, this presumption was contested as to deliveries in
the New York City BEA, "especially" as applied to jet fuel delivered to the three
airports. Accordingly, the Commission concluded that the evidence of record was not
sufficient to support a finding that the presumption was justified for the New York
City BEA as a whole,s Although the Commission gave special attention to the contested
airpor~ deliveries, it clearly also gave consideration to the BEA in its entirety,
including Buckeye's deliveries to Long Island City and Inwood.9 In fact, the Commission of necessity focused on the New York market as a whole, rather than as individual
submarkets, simply because there was not enough evidence submitted regarding
transportation movements, competition, transportation alternatives, capacity, and
other analytical factors within the various claimed submarkets to enable a more
differentiated analysis. In this regard, the Commission rejected arguments by the Air
Transport Association (ATA) that the relevant geographic markets should be the
individual airports, and adopted Buckeye's position, advanced throughout this proceeding, that relevant markets, including the New York City market, should be defined as
BEAs.
Buckeye now argues that the Commission should consider the New York City BEA
as a number of submarkets, but it relies only on the record as now made to support its
arguments. It has offered nothing that the Commission has not already considered in
finding the record insufficient to support a determination that Buckeye does not
exercise significant market power. In other words, Buckeye, now that it is to its
advantage, for the first time advocates splitting the New York City BEA into
submarkets based on a record that contains no more evidence in support of this position
than that offered by' ATA, which the Commission already has found to be inadequate.
The problem is that the Commission has been, and continues to be, faced with a lack of
record evidence to support either the competitive presumption as to the New York City
| 53 ]FF.~C 1 61,473, at p. 62,674 (1990).
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market as • whale, ~ the differentiation of the New York City market as • number of
submarkets that can be separately analysed as to Buckeye's ability to exercise significant market power in them.
In Opinion No. 360 the Commise/on offered Buckeye the opporttmity to attempt
in the future to show that it does not exercise ~TLificant market power in the New
York City market, lint Buckeye has not yet done so. Nevertheless, our conclusions here
shoLdd not be viewed as a withdrawal of that offer or as • determination that Buckeye
can never estobli~ ~
convincing record evidence that the New York City
market, either in whole or in part, shonld receive light-handed regulatory treatment.
We are ordy affirming the Commission's findings that the evidence in this case does not
warrant that Ueaunent, and that New York City consequently will continue to be
regulated as a single market. Accordingly, the requests for rehearing with respect to
the New York City BEt, are denied.
2. Cleveland
The C o n ~ o n concluded that Buckeye can exercise significant market power in
the Cleveland BEA. Its conclusions were based on consideration of • highly concentrated market as indicated by • very high HIH, an over 75-percent market share
en'~yed by Buckeye, and the taumnt and quality of competitive service provided by
three other pipelines.
Buckeye contends that the Cleveland market vividly illustrates why HHI f~|ures
do not necessarily m ~
the degree of actual market competition. Buckeye further
contends that the overwhelming reo~d evidence in this proceeding demonstrates
intetme compotitina in this market detpite the high HHI. Buckeye •rguei that the
Cleveland market is served by five pipelines, Io a local refmery, one major refmery in
Lima, Ohio, two major refmeries in Toledo, and active petroleum products port
facilities. Buckeye ilmintainl that major oil company shippers respo~b|e for over 87
percent of Buckeye's I ~ deliveries own or control competing pipelines serving this
market. Buckeye a~er~ that over 62 percent of its deliveries to the Cleveland market
are on behalf M • e~gle shipper, Inland Corporation, which operates • private,
competing pipeline, and has bargained Buckeye's rate down to an extremely low level.
Accordingly, Buckeye reiterates its claim that it does not have significant market
pewer in this BE&
Buckeye avers that significant exceu cap•city also exists in this market and this
provides a stror~ incentive for vigorous competition. Buckeye maintains that it is
undisputed that trucks could also serve this market economically from refineries in
Lima and To,de, Ohio, and could easily expand deliveries and increase market share if
Buckeye were to raise its prices tmreammtbly. Buckeye contends that any i~enrial
market power it would exerc~e in this market is more than fully offset by the
countervailing market power of its major oil company shippers.
The arlfUmonts made by Buckeye"in support of its contention that the Cleveland
market need not be regulated are unavailing since these arguments merely reutate
factors that were considered and discounted in our ~
analysis of this BEA. The
very high HHI of 5976 for the Cleveland BE& while indicating • hish~ cazentmted
market, was only one factor cemidered by the Cmnmimion in determining! that
mThe fiw plp~m lad~amd by Iluclm~m
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Buckeye has significant market power. The Commission also evaluated the potential
for competition from other pipelines as well as long.haul trucking from Toledo refin.
cries and the viability of barging and determined that the HHI for the Cleveland
market was still in excess of 2400, which clearly indicated that Buckeye could exercise
significant market power in this BEA. Thus, any excess capacity that exists in this
market is offset by its intense concentration. The Commission also noted that the other
pipelines serving this market, including Inland, a c c o u n t for only about a quarter of the
deliveries into the market. The record in this proceeding shows that Buckeye is the o~ly
common carrier pipeline serving this market with connections to Detroit, Lima, and
Lebanon. Indeed, the only other common carrier pipeline transporting product to
Cleveland was Sun pipeline from Toledo.u Thus, Buckeye's contention that Inland, a
proprietary pipeline, is a serious competitor in this market, continues to be, as we noted
in Opinion No. 360, an overstatement.
The Comm/ssicc considered and discussed each of the factors advanced by Buck.
eye on rehearing in support of its Ix~ition. It specifically weighed each of these various
factors and determined, on balance, that the Cleveland market is one in which Buckeye
can exercise significant market powzr. Buckeye has presented no new evidence nor
raised any matters regarding the Cleveland market that were not considered by the
Commission. Accordingly, Buckeye's request for rehearing with respect to the Cleveland BEA is denied.
3. Upstate New York
The Commission found that Buckeye has significant market power in the upstate
New York markets (Syracuse-Utica-Rochester and Binghampton-Elmira). In reaching
this canciuaion the Commission considered several factors such as market share, market
concentration, excess capacity, the number and type of transportation alternatives

available to customers, potential entry by new competitors and natural l~trriers to
entry.
Buckeye, however, argues that the Commission's findings were based primarily on
the rejection of Atlantic Pipe Line ("Atlantic") as a meaningful competitor. Buckeye
contends that the extensive record on these markets fully supports the ALJ's conclusions that Atlantic provides strong competition in this market and has taken substantial business away from Buckeye. Buckeye maintains that this fact and other
competitive evidence, such as competition from trucking, shows that it lacks significant market power in upstate New York.

Buckeye clearly mlas~tes the Commission's reaching with respect to its market
power findings in the upstate New York markets. As to the Rochester BEA, the
Commission noted that the Hill for this market was 5378, indicating a very highly
concentrated market, and that no potential entrants could be found to come into the
market at a reasonable cost so as to reduce this very high HHI. In addition, the
Commimon found that Buckeye's share of this market is over 71 percent. The
Commission's reasoning with respect to the Syracuse-Utica and Binghampton-Elmira
BEAs was similar, wi~ere the H H r s were 4783 and 3401 respectively, with no viable
competition to be found in either market.
With respect to Atlantic, the Commission noted that it could not be assumed that
shippers would change their shipping arcangemonts and have their products delivered
" F_athibtt ATA-15, ~ e i ~
TsbL.!~4-1.
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to Philadelphia, rather than Linden, to use the Atlantic pipeline rather than Buckeye,
since this would likely involve some additional expenso to shippers. The Commission
also noted that the recot'd failed to show that any analysis was conducted that would
support a conclusion that Buckeye faces significant competition from Atlantic. The
Commi~on also pointed out that it had not been shovra that Mobil could become an
effective competitor if Buckeye wore to increase its rates, noting, among other things,
that Mobil's 18 MBD operating caiMIcity~ 90 percent utiliTJ,'d.In fact, the only factor
that weighed in favor of a finding of competitivenees in the Rochester and SyracuseUtica BEAs was the presence of USAir, and its likely ability to exert some downword
pressure on Buckeye's pricing. The Commission also pointed out, however, that it could
not be •uumed that USAir's position would allow it to control prices. In its analy~s of
the Binghampton-Elmir8 BEA, the Commission noted that the only justification the
ALJ gave for finding that other pipelines conld take away Buckeye's business was the
us¢ of drag reducing additive by those pipelines to increase capacity, and that this
argument had little validity since Buckeye could use the same methods itself, to its own
henefit.
Thus, in analyzing the upstate New York markets and concluding that Buckeye
can exercise significant market power in them, the Commission clearly considered
facto~ ocher than the presence of Atlantic and its potential, or lack thereof, as a
competitive force. Buckeye has not presented any new evidence that would warrant a
medificatio~ of o~r original findings with respect to these markets, and its request for
rehearing is denied.

B. Pricing FleJdbilit¥
Buckeye and AOPL request rehearing of the Commission's decision to limit the
flexibility Buckeye had sought to establish above average individual rtte increasos in
markets where Buckeye has significant market power. In Opinion No. 360 the Commis•ion expressed concern about Buckeye's proposal for price flexibility, stating thtt
Buckeye could use its market power to price discriminate or for crms-market subs~lizaLion. Thus, the Commission rejected Buckeye's pmpesal to restrict individual rate
changes to the "inner-quartile range" of changes in markets where Buckeye d~s not
have si~ificant market power,tz
Buckeye comten~ that it does in fact face substantial competition in these "less
competitive" markets, and cannot be considered • "mmopoliat." Buckeye maintains
that amy concern about crmt-market sub~lLeation is fully accounted for by limiting
rate increues in competitive markets. Buckeye maJnteirm that its " i n n e r . q u a "
range propo~ fully addresses the Commission's c~cerns over price discrimination by
assuring that the range of increases in markets where it does have significant market
power will be suhexantially I m than the range of increases in markets where it does not
have si~pfificamt market pomer. Buckeye asserts that in order to meet overall cost
attributable to each market, it should have some flexibility to raise some
rates above the a ~ m g ¢ ~ .
Buckeye also states tlutt it would be ~
to accept different, more restrictive
limits o~ the range of i n ~ in lea competitive markets. Buckeye argues that at a
minimum, am ¢xperlmcatal propomd of this type shoed not ahsointely prohibit all
u u ~
~ p m m m l I I ~ m ~ w s ~ l n m t ~ tts
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flexibility for above average increases in markets where it has significant market
power. AOPL makes similar arguments.
The Commission denies the requests for rehe~'ing. As noted, the Commission's
primary concern has been that Buckeye could exercise its market power to price
discriminate. None of the arguments raised in the requests for rehear/ug are new, and
therefore they do nothing to allay throe concerns. Under these circumstances, we are
still unwilling to allow Buckeye the pricing flexibility it seeks. We reiterate that any
average decrease in rates in Buckeye's markets where it does not have significant
market power must be accompanied by a corresponding decrease in all of Buckeye's
rates in markets where it does have significant market power. However, we acknowledge that this is an experimental progrmn. Accordingly, during the experimental period
the Commission will evaluate on an ongo~g ba~s the impact of rate increases and
decreases on the rates Buckeye charges in the markets where it has market power, and
will entertain any data that Buckeye wishes to present in the future to support changes
to allow it the I~Cinl~flexibility it wants.
C. Relevant Markets

In Opinion No. 360 the Commi~on fotmd chat the relevant product market was
the transportation of refined petroleum products and that the relevant geographic
market was an area at least as large as a BEA. AOPL requests that the Commission
establish rebuttable presumptions that, in future market power determination proceedlags, these definitions will be accepted as to the product 13and geographic markets.
AOPL's propasal may have some merit, but this is the first proceeding in which
product and ge~raphic markets have been defined for use in market-ba._,~,dratemaldng
for oil pipelines, and it is too early for us to take the step that AOPL requests. A~o, this
proceeding is clearly not the appropriate formn for maldng such a generic finding.
Thus, the Commis~on will continue to determine the relevant product and geographic
markets on a case-by-case basis, at least until we can gain some experience with lighthanded regulation of oil pipelines and appropriate methodolo~es for allowing marketbased rate determinations for them. Accordingly, AOPL's request is denied.
AOPL also argues that there is overwhelming evidence of a substantial level of
competition in the o/I p/pel/ne industry as a whole which would support the Commission's establishment, as a matter of policy, of a rebuttable presumption that "enough"
competition exists to warrant reliance upon competition as regulation in particular
markets. AOPL contends that it would be appropriate for the Commission to conserve
its resources and those of the parties to the proceeding by ensuring that market power
determinations are limited to those markets in which there is prima facie evidence that
a pipeline may exercise significant market power.
A O P L ' s approach would require those wanting a pipeline's rates to be determined
based on cost factors to justify use of this traditional methodology, rather than require
the pipeline to demonstrate that strict ratemaking scrutiny is not warranted and that
some lighter-handed regulatory approach should be used. This would be contrary to the

mandate of Farmers Un/on/2.14 There the court stated:
I*AOPL maum wh~re the pq~i~e involvedis a
crude ~ p/ptUu~ tht ndsva~ muduct mad~t v,~dd
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p~'xa~m d refinedp ¢ ~
p,udu~,.

1 61,084

" P~.mer., Un~m~Cent.n~ F . ~
734 F 2 d 1486 (D.C. Cir. 1584), ~
t 0 ~ (15e4).

v. FERC,
~
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Most fundamentally, FERC's statutory mandate under the Interstate Commerce
Ac~ requires oll pipeline rates to be set within the "zone of reasonableness;"
presumed market forces may not comprise the principal regulatory constraint.
Departures from cost-based rates must be made, if at all, only when the non-cost
factors are clearly identified and the substitute or supplemental ratemaking
methods ensure that the resulting rate levels are justified by those factors. Is
Accordingly, the Commission will continue to follow its current practice which
requires an oil pipeline that seeks the benefit of reduced regulation to bear the borden
of demonstrating that it lacks significant market power in each market in which it
seeks light-handed regulation.
D. A~OyticalFramework
AOPL argues that the Commission should clarify the analytical framework within
which it will comdder all relevant factors in its ana/ysis of a pipellne's market power.
AOPL indicates that while it strongly supports the Commission's decision to consider a
variety of factors when it undertakes a market power determination, it believes that
the Commission should establish thresholds for both adjusted and unadjusted HHI's
below which no further analysis would be deemed necessary.
The Commission will continue to consider a variety of factors such as market
share, market concentration, excess capacky, the number and type of transportation
alternatives available to customers, potential entry by new competitors and natural
harriers to entry as well as other factors rather than adopting an automatic threshold
which would preclude such an anaiys/s. The Commission believes that only by conducting this type of an analysis in each case can we ensure that all relevant factors are
webbed in making a market power determination.
AOPL also requests that the CommisKtouclarify that, in other ~L pipeline market
power analyses, data other than delivery data (such as pipeline capacity) may be used
as a basis for calculating HHPs. This request for clarification is granted. Although the
Commission determined that the use of deliveries data was the best method for
calculating H H r s in the Buckeye case, we readily acknowledge that circumstances
may be different on other pipelines, and they are free to propose using delivery data or
any other appropriate data for the purpus~ of calculating HHI's.

E. Alternative l~tem~dng Methodologies
AOPL asks that the Commlasion clarify that it will look favorably upon ratemaking methodologies ~milar to the one adopted for Buckeye for pipelines that wish to
follow the "trail blazed" by Buckeye, and also will be recept/ve to alternative ratemaking methodologies propos~ by other pipefines that are tailored more closely to their
circumstances.
The Commission adopted Buckeye's proposal with modifications on an experimental basis. The purpo~ of this procedure was to allow the Commi~on an opportunity to
evaluate the proposal on an ongoing basis for the three-year experimental period.
However, as the Comnfis~fion recognized in Opinion No. 560, Buckeye's proposal was
not intended to be generieal]y appficable to other oil pipelines and the p ~
may
not fit other pipelines' c i r c ~ .
Thus, the Cornmisslon will be receptive to
alternative ratemaking methodologies which might be proposed by other pipelines that
are taiha'ed mo~ closely to their circumstances.
JsFsrme~Unl~ If. ~ F2d st 1530.

m~c~
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F. ~ t e C~.m
AOPL argues that the Comm/s~on shoed rcaffli'm its willingness to ra/se Buckeye's rate cap, if necessary, during the term of the Buckeye experimental prolp'am. The
Commission clearly stated its willingness to adjust the rate cap if necessary during the
experimental period. Thus, there is no need to reaffirm our poeition with respect to this
issue.
AOPL aho requests that the Commission clarify the process by which such
ad'lustments to the rate cap would be made during the term of Buekeye's experimental
program. AOPL contends that the reporting requirements placed on Buckeye are not
likely to yield information by which the Commission could readily determine that the
rate cap thwarted Buckeye's efforts to raise rates in response to market forces. AOPL's
request for clarification is denied.
It would clearly be premature for the Commission to attempt to describe a process
by which it would adjust the rate cap withont having had the opportunity to review
any aspect of the experimental program. With respect to the reporting requirements
during the experimental period, Buckeye is required to submit annual reports, on
January 20 of each year, detailing price and revenue changes under each of its tariffsin
all its markets and relevant GNP inflation calculations. Specificany, for each tariff in
each market, Buckeye must give the initialrate ($/Bbl), volume (MBD), and revenue
(S/yr.). Then, Buckeye must give any percentage change in each rate during each
I2-month experimental period and corresponding changes in revenue. Buckeye must
also show how it calculated applicable price caps for its markets in which it does have
significant market power for each experimental period. The Commission will carefully
evaluate this data which should clearly alert us to any instances in which Buckeye is
unable to raise rates in response to market forces. This review will allow us to
determine what, if any, Adjustments are necessary for the rate cap. However, Buckeye
is free to submit in its annual report any additional data that it deems necessary for
the Commission's oe~oing rewew of this issue.
AOPL also maintains that the Commission should clarify in general terms what
may happen after the three-year term of the Buckeye program. AOPL argues that in
particular the Commission should indicate its willingness to eliminate ;ate caps
altogether if the Buckeye experimental program is successful.
Buckeye's program is an experimental one that is intended to last for a three-year
term. The succeets of that p r ~ r a m is unknown at this time and, accordingly, it would
be presumptive and speculative for the Commission at this date, at the very outset of
the program, to reich the conclusions that AOPL asks us to reach. The Commission will
monito¢ the experimental program as it progresses and evaluate its success on an
ongoing basis. At the end of three years, the Commission then will determine what the
next step should be for Buckeye. Accordingly, AOPL's requests for clarificationwith
respect to this matter is denied.
L~te Intervention
On February 8, 1991, Kaneb Pipe Line Operating Parmership, L.P. (Kaneb) filed
in this proceeding: (1) a motion to intervene out of time for the limited purpuse of
addressing certain proposals contained in AOPL's petition for rehearing and clarification of Opinion No. 360;, (2) a motion for leave to respond to the petition of AOPL for
rehearing and clarification of Opinion No. 360;, and (3) an answer to AOPL's request
for rehearing and c~rification of Opinion No. 360.
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Kaneb's motion to intervene in this proceeding is solely for ,.he purpose of filing an
answer to AOPL's request for rehe•ring. However, Rule 213(•)~Zk 18 C I R .
§ 385.213fa)~2), does not permit answers to requests for rehearing. Therefore. Kaneb is
seeking ;o intervene solely for • purpose not permitted by the Commission's rules.
Kaneb has not shown flood cause for being permitted to intervene for this purpose or
waiver of Rule 213(a)~2), and, accordingly its motion to intervene out of time and its
motion for Mare to respond to the petition of A O P L for rehearing and clarificationof
Opinion No. 360 are denied.
The Commmionorde~
(A) The requesU for rehearin$ •nd/or clarification filed in this docket •re granted
in part and den/~l m p a n •s discussed in the body of this order.
(B) Kaneb's motion to intervene out of time is denied.
(C) Kaneb's modcc for leave to respond to the petition of AOPL for rehcanns•nd
cl•rification of Opinion No. 360 is denied.
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